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ELCOME to the wonderful world of
Richter sound, and thank you for
choosing our products. Since 1986 Richter has
been rewriting the Australian record books,
winning over 28 Industry awards through their
philosophy of combining superb musicality,
build quality and affordability. This means you
can be confident that whichever Richter model
you have chosen, it will outperform most if
not all other brands in its class.

CLASSIC
SERIES II

Richter researches and develops its own
proprietary drivers applying a process of
continuous improvement, responding to
advances in materials technology and
increasingly demanding sound sources,
notably from digital music and sound
engineering on the one hand, and the rise of
home cinema on the other.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Type .................................Vented quasi 3-way floor standing
Impedance.......................4 Ohms
Frequency Response .......30 Hz–24 KHz
Sensitivity ........................90 (dB/W/M)
Bass / Mid ........................2 x 130 mm (COMPOSITE FIBRE )

Please note fine speakers may benefit from
a ‘run-in’ period – driving them at moderate
to medium volume levels until they have
‘settled in’.

Tweeter ...........................19mm soft dome
Enclosure .........................Bass reflex
Rec. Amplifier Power......Home Theatre 100–250, Two-channel 20–250 WRMS
Dimensions......................828mm high X 220 wide X 311 deep
Available Finish ...............Black Oak

Speaker placement for stereo listening
For best results, place your speakers 6–10 feet
(1.8m–3m) apart. Angling the speakers toward
the listening position can improve the stereo
imaging. The speakers will produce the most
accurate stereo soundstage when the angle
between the listener and the speakers is
between 40 and 60 degrees.
Richter’s wide dispersion tweeters maximise
flexibility in speaker placement. (Tweeters are
generally the most directional driver type.)
Generally, bass output will increase as the
speaker is moved closer to a wall or corner but
it may become ‘boomy’ if placed too close.
For best performance, place your speakers at
least 51cm (20 inches) away from walls – but
each room is different so try different
positions and listen for yourself.
• If possible, position your speakers so the
tweeters are approximately at ear level.
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For more information and your nearest dealer, call

info@richter.com.au

(02) 4962 1594

www.richter.com.au

Richter Acoustics Pty Ltd, PO Box 578, Hamilton NSW 2303
SK2445
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